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(57) A radio communication system includes: a first
acquisition unit configured to acquire future prediction
information on each of the plurality of lower nodes; a sec-
ond acquisition unit configured to acquire latest predic-
tion information on a communication starting station that
is a lower node starting the radio communications among
the plurality of lower nodes; a third acquisition unit con-
figured to acquire channel use information on each of the
plurality of lower nodes; a calculation unit configured to
calculate a radio channel use probability for each of the
plurality of radio channels on the basis of both the future

prediction information acquired by the first acquisition
unit and the channel use information acquired by the third
acquisition unit; and a determination unit configured to
determine one radio channel among the plurality of radio
channels on the basis of the radio channel use probabil-
ities calculated by the calculation unit, the one radio chan-
nel being to be assigned to the communication starting
station. The calculation unit corrects the radio channel
use probabilities on the basis of the future prediction in-
formation on the communication starting station, and the
latest prediction information on the communication start-
ing station.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a radio communication system, a lower node and an upper node which perform
radio communications via plural radio channels.

BACKGROUND ARTS

[0002] In recent years, a demand for radio communications has been growing with the development of radio commu-
nication technologies. Along with this growth, effective utilization of frequency resources used in radio communications,
and flexible assignment of frequencies are needed (for example, Patent Document 1).
[0003] For a radio communication system, there is proposed a technology for a fair assignment of a frequency band
shared by plural communication apparatuses, or the like. An example of such a radio communication system includes
a radio LAN system usable in the fields of industry, science, medicine and the like.
[0004] A technology with which a communication channel to be used for radio communications is determined on the
basis of use probabilities of communication channels (frequencies) is proposed for such a radio communication system
(for example, Non-patent Document 1).
[0005] Specifically, prior to determination of a communication channel, each communication apparatus predicts a
traffic amount (hereinafter, predicted traffic demand) needed for a communication performed by the apparatus itself,
and thereafter, notifies other communication apparatuses of the predicted traffic demand. Each communication apparatus
calculates use probabilities of the communication channels on the basis of the predicted traffic demand of the apparatus
itself and the predicted traffic demands of the other communication apparatuses. Subsequently, on the basis of the use
probabilities of the communication channels, each communication apparatus determines a communication channel used
for communication by the apparatus itself so that gains of the respective communication apparatuses may be equal in
amount.
Non-patent Document 1: Y. Xing, R. Chadramouli, S. Mangold, S. Shankar, "Dynamic Spectrum Radio Networks", IEEE,
Journal on Selected Areas in Communications (JSAC), Vol. 24, No. 3, pp. 626 to 637, March 2006.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Here, the predicted traffic demand may have an error from a traffic amount (hereinafter, actual traffic demand)
actually used for the communication by each communication apparatus. It is expected that the larger a time difference
between when the predicted traffic demand is predicted and when the communication is started, the larger the error of
the predicted traffic demand from the actual traffic demand.
[0007] Since the above described background technology requires that a notification about the predicted traffic demand
be made before the start of the communication, the time difference tends to be large between when the predicted traffic
demand is predicted and when the communication is started. In other words, the accuracy in calculating the use prob-
abilities of the communication channels is reduced, which in turn makes it difficult to fairly assign the communication
channels (frequencies) to the respective communication apparatuses.
[0008]  In view of the above circumstances, the present invention has been made to address the above problem. An
object of the present invention is to provide a radio communication system, a lower node and an upper node which
enable accuracy improvement in calculating use probabilities of communication channels, and a fair assignment of
communication channels (frequencies) to respective communication apparatuses.
[0009] A radio communication system of a first aspect includes a plurality of lower nodes and an upper node, and
performs radio communications between the plurality of lower nodes and the upper node via a plurality of radio channels.
The radio communication system includes; a first acquisition unit (future prediction information acquisition unit 104,
future prediction unit 106, future prediction information acquisition unit 206, or future prediction unit 221) configured to
acquire future prediction information on each of the plurality of lower nodes, the future prediction information indicating
a traffic amount predicted, before a start of the radio communications, to be transmitted in the radio communications; a
second acquisition unit (latest prediction unit 107, latest prediction information acquisition unit 207, or latest prediction
unit 222) configured to acquire latest prediction information on a communication starting station that is a lower node
starting the radio communications among the plurality of lower nodes, the latest prediction information indicating a traffic
amount predicted, at the start of the radio communications, to be transmitted in the radio communications; a third
acquisition unit (measurement unit 102 or measurement unit 202) configured to acquire channel use information on each
of the plurality of lower nodes, the channel use information indicating used amounts of radio channels actually used in
the radio communications; a calculation unit (calculation unit 108 or calculation unit 208) configured to calculate a radio
channel use probability for each of the plurality of radio channels on the basis of both the future prediction information
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acquired by the first acquisition unit and the channel use information acquired by the third acquisition unit; and a deter-
mination unit (determination unit 111 or assignment unit 211) configured to determine one radio channel among the
plurality of radio channels on the basis of the radio channel use probabilities calculated by the calculation unit, the one
radio channel being to be assigned to the communication starting station. The calculation unit corrects the radio channel
use probabilities on the basis of the future prediction information on the communication starting station, and the latest
prediction information on the communication starting station.
[0010] According to this characteristic, the calculation unit calculates the radio channel use probabilities by using the
future prediction information and channel use information which are acquired for each of the lower nodes. Additionally,
the calculation unit corrects the radio channel use probabilities on the basis of the future prediction information and latest
prediction information on the communication starting station.
[0011] More specifically, a fair assignment of the communication channels (frequencies) to the communication appa-
ratuses is enabled by calculating the radio channel use probabilities by using the future prediction information and the
channel use information. Additionally, accuracies of calculating the radio channel use probabilities are improvable by
correcting the use probabilities of the communication channels on the basis of the future prediction information and latest
prediction information on the communication starting station.
[0012] In the first aspect, the calculation unit corrects the radio channel use probabilities on the basis of an unused
radio channel which is a radio channel not assigned to any one of the plurality of lower nodes, among the plurality of
radio channels.
[0013] In the first aspect, the calculation unit corrects the radio channel use probabilities on the basis of a lost radio
channel which is a radio channel not assignable to any one of the plurality of lower nodes, among the plurality of radio
channels.
[0014] In the first aspect, the third acquisition unit acquires the channel use information on the basis of a time period
for which the radio channels are assigned in the radio communications.
[0015] In the first aspect, the third acquisition unit acquires the channel use information on the basis of bandwidths of
the radio channels assigned in the radio communications.
[0016] In the first aspect, the third acquisition unit acquires the channel use information on the basis of radio distances
of signals transmitted via the radio channels assigned in the radio communications.
[0017] In the first aspect, each of the plurality of lower nodes includes a prediction unit (future prediction unit 106)
configured to predict the future prediction information on the station itself; and the first acquisition unit acquires the future
prediction information from each of the plurality of lower nodes.
[0018] In the first aspect, the radio communication system includes a monitoring unit (monitoring unit 102 or monitoring
unit 202) configured to monitor the radio channels actually used by the plurality of lower nodes in the radio communications,
the first acquisition unit acquires the future prediction information on each of the plurality of lower nodes, on the basis
of used amounts of the radio channels monitored by the monitoring unit.
[0019] A lower node of a second aspect performs radio communications with an upper node via at least any one of a
plurality of radio channels. The lower node includes: a first acquisition unit (future prediction information acquisition unit
104 or future prediction unit 106) configured to acquire future prediction information on each of its own station and other
lower nodes, the future prediction information indicating a traffic amount predicted, before a start of the radio commu-
nications, to be transmitted in the radio communications; a second acquisition unit (latest prediction unit 107) configured
to acquire latest prediction information indicating a traffic amount predicted, when the own station starts the radio com-
munications, to be transmitted in the radio communications; a third acquisition unit (measurement unit 102) configured
to acquire channel use information on each of the own station and the other lower nodes, the channel use information
indicating used amounts of the radio channels actually used in the radio communications; a calculation unit (calculation
unit 108) configured to calculate a radio channel use probability for each of the plurality of radio channels on the basis
of both the future prediction information acquired by the first acquisition unit and the channel use information acquired
by the third acquisition unit; and a determination unit (determination unit 111) configured to determine one radio channel
among the plurality of radio channels on the basis of the radio channel use probabilities calculated by the calculation
unit, the one radio channel being to be assigned to the communication starting station. The calculation unit corrects the
radio channel use probabilities on the basis of both the future prediction information on the own station and the latest
prediction information on the own station.
[0020] In the second aspect, the lower node further includes a prediction unit (future prediction unit 106) configured
to predict the future prediction information on its own station. The first acquisition unit acquires the future prediction
information on the own station from the prediction unit, and acquires the future prediction information on the other lower
nodes from the other lower nodes.
[0021] In the second aspect, the lower node further includes: a monitoring unit (monitoring unit 102) configured to
monitor the radio channels actually used by the other lower nodes in the radio communications; and a prediction unit
(future prediction unit 106) configured to predict the future prediction information on its own station. The first acquisition
unit acquires the future prediction information on the own station from the prediction unit, and acquires the future prediction
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information on the other lower nodes on the basis of used amounts of the radio channels monitored by the monitoring unit.
[0022] An upper node of a third aspect performs radio communications with a plurality of lower nodes via a plurality
of radio channels. The upper node includes: a first acquisition unit (future prediction information acquisition unit 206, or
future prediction unit 221) configured to acquire future prediction information on each of the plurality of lower nodes, the
future prediction information indicating a traffic amount predicted, before a start of the radio communications, to be
transmitted in the radio communications; a second acquisition unit (latest prediction information acquisition unit 207, or
latest prediction unit 222) configured to acquire latest prediction information on a communication starting station which
is a lower node starting the radio communications among the plurality of lower nodes, the latest prediction information
indicating a traffic amount predicted, at the start of the radio communications, to be transmitted in the radio communi-
cations; a third acquisition unit (measurement unit 202) configured to acquire channel use information on each of the
plurality of lower nodes, the channel use information indicating used amounts of the radio channels actually used in the
radio communications; a calculation unit (calculation unit 208) configured to calculate a radio channel use probability
for each of the plurality of radio channels on the basis of both the future prediction information acquired by the first
acquisition unit and the channel use information acquired by the third acquisition unit; and a determination unit (assignment
unit 211) configured to determine one radio channel among the plurality of radio channels on the basis of the radio
channel use probabilities calculated by the calculation unit, the one radio channel being to be assigned to the commu-
nication starting station. The calculation unit corrects the radio channel use probabilities on the basis of both the future
prediction information on the communication starting station and the latest prediction information on the communication
starting station.
[0023] In the third aspect, the first acquisition unit acquires the future prediction information from each of the plurality
of lower nodes.
[0024] In the third aspect, the upper node further includes a monitoring unit (monitoring unit 202) configured to monitor
the radio channels actually used by the plurality of lower nodes in the radio communications. The first acquisition unit
acquires the future prediction information on each of the plurality of lower nodes on the basis of used amounts of the
radio channels monitored by the monitoring unit.
[0025] According to the present invention, provided are a radio communication system, a lower node and an upper
node which enable accuracy improvement in calculating use probabilities of communication channels, and a fair assign-
ment of communication channels (frequencies) to respective communication apparatuses.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a diagram showing a configuration of a radio communication system according to a first embodiment.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a lower node 100 according to the first embodiment.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 is a diagram showing a calculation block (a first calculation unit 109) according to the first embodiment
for update information "∆pi(t)".
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a diagram showing a calculation block (the first calculation unit 109) according to the first embodiment
for first adjusted use probabilities "p2i(t)".
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 is a diagram showing a calculation block (a second calculation unit 110) according to the first embodiment
for second adjusted use probabilities "p4i(t)".
[Fig. 6] Fig. 6 is a sequence diagram showing operations of the radio communication system according to the first
embodiment.
[Fig. 7] Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing an upper node 200 according to a second embodiment.
[Fig. 8] Fig. 8 is a sequence diagram showing operations of the radio communication system according to the second
embodiment.
[Fig. 9] Fig. 9 is a block diagram showing the lower node 100 according to a third embodiment.
[Fig. 10] Fig. 10 is a block diagram showing the upper node 200 according to the second embodiment.
[Fig. 11] Fig. 11 is a table showing specifications for simulation assessment.
[Fig. 12] Fig. 12 is a chart showing results of the simulation assessment.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0027] Radio communication systems according to embodiments of the present invention are described below with
reference to the drawings. Note that, in the following description of the drawings, same or similar reference numerals
denote same or similar components.
[0028] In addition, it should be noted that the drawings are schematic and ratios of dimensions and the like are different
from actual ones. Therefore, specific dimensions and the like should be determined in consideration of the following
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description. Moreover, the drawings also include portions having different dimensional relationships and ratios from each
other.

[First embodiment]

(Configuration of radio communication system)

[0029] A configuration of a radio communication system according to a first embodiment is described below with
reference to the drawings. Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the configuration of the radio communication system according
to the first embodiment.
[0030] As shown in fig. 1, the radio communication system includes plural lower nodes 100, an upper node 200 and
a top upper node 300.
[0031] Each of the lower nodes 100 is a terminal which performs radio communications with the upper node 200 via
a radio channel. The lower node 100 is, for example, a mobile phone, a PDA, a notebook pc or the like. Details of the
lower node 100 are described later.
[0032] The upper node 200 is an apparatus which performs radio communications with the plural lower nodes 100
via radio channels. The upper node 200 is, for example, a base station in a mobile communication network, an access
point in a radio LAN, or the like.
[0033] The top upper node 300 is an apparatus which manages the upper node 200. Specifically, the top upper node
300 has a function of managing a radio channel established between the upper node 200 and the lower node 100. The
top upper node 300 is, for example, an apparatus such as one (a radio controller (RNC; radio network controller)) which
comprehensively manages plural ones of the upper nodes 200.

(Configuration of lower node)

[0034] A configuration of each of the lower nodes according to the first embodiment is described below with reference
to the drawings. Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing the configuration of the lower node 100 according to the first embod-
iment.
[0035] As shown in fig. 2, the lower node 100 includes a reception unit 101, a measurement unit 102, a station id
detection unit 103, a future prediction information acquisition unit 104, a storage 105, a future prediction unit 106, a latest
prediction unit 107, a calculation unit 108 (a first calculation unit 109 and a second calculation unit 110), a determination
unit 111, a transmission signal generation unit 112, and a transmission unit 113.
[0036] The reception unit 101 receives a registration completion notification from the upper node 200, the registration
completion notification notifying its own station that registration of a position of the own station is completed. The reg-
istration completion notification contains channel information indicating all of radio channels allowed to be established
between the own station and the upper node 200. The channel information contains frequency bands, modulation
methods, decoding methods and the like of the respective radio channels.
[0037] The reception unit 101 receives signals transmitted via radio channels currently actually being used by the
other lower nodes 100. The signals transmitted via the radio channels contain station ids used for identifying the other
lower nodes 100.
[0038] The reception unit 101 receives future prediction information from the other lower nodes 100, the future prediction
information indicating traffic amounts predicted to be transmitted by the other lower nodes 100 in radio communications.
It is preferable that the reception unit 101 periodically receive the future prediction information.
[0039] The measurement unit 102 measures radio channels on the basis of the signals received from the other lower
nodes 100, the radio channels being used by the other lower nodes 100. That is, the measurement unit 102 monitors
radio channels actually used by the other lower nodes 100.
[0040] On the basis of the signals received from the other lower nodes 100, the station id detection unit 103 detects
station ids of the other lower nodes 100, which use the respective radio channels.
[0041] The future prediction information acquisition unit 104 acquires the future prediction information received by the
reception unit 101 on each of the other lower nodes 100.
[0042] The storage 105 stores information used for associating the radio channels measured by the measurement
unit 102 with the station ids detected by the station id detection unit 103. More specifically, the storage 105 stores used
amounts (channel use information) of radio channels for each of the other lower nodes 100, the radio channels being
actually used by the other lower nodes 100 in radio communications.
[0043] Note that the channel use information may be defined as time periods (hereinafter, used times) for which the
radio channels are assigned to the respective lower nodes 100. The channel use information may be defined as frequency
bandwidths of the radio channels assigned to the respective lower nodes 100. The channel use information may be
defined as radio distances of signals transmitted via the radio channels assigned to the respective lower nodes 100.
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Note that the radio distances are distances from the respective lower nodes 100 to the upper node 200, and are estimated
based on transmission powers of the respective lower nodes 100 or the upper node 200.
[0044] The storage 105 stores not only the channel use information on the other lower nodes 100 but also used
amounts (channel use information) of the radio channels actually used by the own station in radio communications.
[0045] The future prediction unit 106 predicts a traffic amount before radio communications are started, the traffic
amount being to be transmitted by the own station in the radio communication. More specifically, the future prediction
unit 106 acquires future prediction information indicating the traffic amount predicted before the radio communication is
started.
[0046] The latest prediction unit 107 predicts a traffic amount when radio communications are started, the traffic
amount being to be transmitted by the own station in the radio communication. More specifically, the latest prediction
unit 107 acquires latest prediction information indicating the traffic amount predicted when the radio communication is
started.
[0047] Here, "before radio communications are started" means "before a communication start request requesting the
start of radio communications is transmitted". "When radio communications are started" means "when the communication
start request is transmitted", or "by the time when the radio communications are actually performed after the communi-
cation start request is transmitted".
[0048] The calculation unit 108 includes: the first calculation unit 109 configured to calculate the radio channel use
probability for each of the radio channels by using the future prediction information; and the second calculation unit 110
configured to correct the radio channel use probability for each of the radio channels by using the latest prediction
information. It should be noted that the use probabilities are probabilities where the lower nodes 100 (own terminals)
use the respective radio channels.
[0049] The first calculation unit 109 acquires the channel use information on each of the other lower nodes 100 from
the storage 105. The first calculation unit 109 acquires the future prediction information on each of the other lower nodes
100 from the future prediction information acquisition unit 104. The first calculation unit 109 acquires the channel use
information on the own station from the storage 105. The first calculation unit 109 acquires the future prediction information
on the own station from the future prediction unit 106.
[0050] Here, a total number of the other lower nodes 100, the channel use information (gains) of the other slave
cannels 100, the future prediction information on the other slave cannels 100, the channel use information (gain) of the
own station (the i-th lower node 100), and the future prediction information on the own station (the i-th lower node 100),
are denoted as "n", "wj", "xj", "wi", and "xi", respectively.
[0051] Patent document 2 (H. Gents, "Game theory evoving: a probrem-centered introduction to modeling strategic
behavior.", prinston univ. Press, 200) shows that a utility function (u(xi) of the each lower node 100 is expressed by the
following equation (1). 

[0052] Here, "αi" and "βi" are reaction coefficients, and satisfy a relation "αi > βi> 0". Specifically, while "αi" is a reaction
coefficient for the other lower nodes having higher gains than the own station, "βi" is a reaction coefficient for the other
lower nodes having lower gains than the own station.
[0053] The first calculation unit 109 calculates update information "∆pi" of the radio channel use probability for each
of the radio channels by using the above described equation (1) (refer to equation (2)). 
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[0054] As shown in fig. 3, the update information "∆pi" is calculated by a comparer 171, an adder 172, an adder 173,
a multiplier 174, a multiplier 175, a multiplier 176, a multiplier 177 and an adder 178. The comparer 171, adder 172,
adder 173, multiplier 174, multiplier 175, multiplier 176, multiplier 177 and adder 178 are provided in the first calculation
unit 109.
[0055] The comparer 171 compares "xi/wi" and "xj/wj". The comparer 171 outputs "xi/wi" and "xj/wj" to the adder 172
if "xi/wi" < "xj/wj". On the other hand, the comparer 171 outputs "xi/wi" and "xj/wj" to the adder 173 if "xi/wi" > "xj/wj".
[0056] The adder 172 adds up "-xi/wi" and "xj/wj". The adder 173 adds up "xi/wi" and "-xj/wj". The multiplier 174
multiplies "-xi/wi + xj/wj" by "αi". The multiplier 175 multiplies "xi/wi - xj/wj" by "βi".
[0057] The multiplier 176 multiplies a value outputted from the multiplier 174 by "1/n - 1". The multiplier 177 multiplies
a value outputted from the multiplier 175 by "1/n - 1". The adder 178 subtracts a value outputted from the multiplier 177
from a value outputted from the multiplier 176.
[0058] Note that a use probability "pi(t)" of the radio channel at a time t is a value obtained by adding the update
information "∆pi(t)" to a use probability "pi(t-1)" of the radio probability at a time t-1 (refer to equation (3)) 

[0059] Subsequently, the first calculation unit 109 corrects the use probability "pi(t)" of the radio channel by using a
first correction coefficient "Ci". The correction coefficient "Ci" is found by use of "Call", "Ccoll.i", "Cblank,i" and "γ" (refer
to equation (4)).
[0060] Note that "Call" is a value indicating an amount of frequency bands for all of the radio channels. "Ccoll,i" is a
value indicating an amount (lost frequency band amount) of frequency bands for radio channels not assignable to any
one of the lower nodes 100 due to signal collision and the like. Note that "Ccoll,i" is measured by the own station (the
i-th lower node 100). "Cblank,i" is a value indicating an amount (unused frequency band amount) of frequency bands
for radio channels not assigned to any one of the lower nodes 100. Note here that "Cblank,i" is measured by the own
station (the i-th lower node 100). "Y" is a weighting coefficient for the lost frequency band amount. 

[0061] The first calculation unit 109 calculates a first corrected use probability "p1i(t)" by correcting the use probability
"pi(t)" of the radio channel by using the first correction coefficient "Ci" (refer to equation (5)). 

[0062] The first calculation unit 109 adjusts the first corrected use probability "p1i(t)" so that a radio channel use
probability may fall within an appropriate range. If an upper limit of the radio channel use probability, and a lower limit
of the radio channel use probability are denoted as "Pmax", and "Pmin", respectively, a first adjusted use probability
"p2i(t)" is expressed by the following equation (6). 

[0063] Note that, while max( ) means that a maximum one of values listed in ( ) should be taken, min( ) means that a
minimum one of values listed in ( ) should be taken. Pmin and Pmax are values in the range of 0 to 1. Pmin and Pmax
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may be determined in accordance with a relationship between the channel use information (gain) and the radio channel
use probability.
[0064] As shown in fig. 4, the first adjusted use probability "p2i(t)" is calculated by an adder 181, a first correction
coefficient generator 182, a multiplier 183 and a first adjuster 184.
[0065] The adder 181, first correction coefficient generator 182, multiplier 183 and first adjuster 184 are provided in
the first calculation unit 109.
[0066] The adder 181 performs processing of adding up "pi(t-1)" and "∆pi(t)" as shown by equation (3). The first
correction coefficient generator 182 generates the first correction coefficient "Ci" as shown by equation (4). The multiplier
183 multiplies "pi(t)" by "Ci" as shown by equation (5). The first adjuster 184 adjusts the first corrected use probability
"p1i(t)" as shown by equation (6).
[0067] The second calculation unit 110 acquires the first adjusted use probability "p2i(t)" from the first calculation unit
109. The second calculation unit 110 acquires the latest prediction information on the own station from the latest prediction
unit 107. The second calculation unit 110 acquires the channel use information on the own station from the storage 105.
[0068] Here, the channel use information (gain) on the own station (the i-th lower node 100), and the latest prediction
information on the own station (the i-th lower node 100) are denoted as "wi", and "ai", respectively.
[0069] The second calculation unit 110 first calculates a second correction coefficient "Di", and then corrects the first
adjusted use probability "p2i(t)" by using the second correction coefficient "Di". Thereby, the second calculation unit 110
acquires a second corrected use probability "p3i(t)".
[0070] Specifically, the second calculation unit 110 calculates the second correction coefficient "Di" by using the
following equation (7).

[0071] Subsequently, the second calculation unit 110 calculates the second corrected use probability "p3i(t)" by the
following equation (8). 

[0072] As in the case of the first calculation unit 109, the second calculation unit 110 adjusts the second corrected
use probability "p3i(t)" so that a radio channel use probability may fall within an appropriate range. If the upper limit of
the radio channel use probability, and the lower limit of the radio channel use probability are denoted as "Pmax", and
"Pmin", respectively, a second adjusted use probability "p4i(t)" is expressed by the following equation (9). 

[0073] Note that, while max( ) means that a maximum one of values listed in ( ) should be taken, min( ) means that a
minimum one of values listed in ( ) should be taken.
[0074] As shown in fig. 5, the second adjusted use probability "p4i(t)" is calculated by a second correction coefficient
generator 191, an adder 192 and a second adjuster 193.
[0075] The second correction coefficient generator 191, adder 192 and second adjuster 193 are provided in the second
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calculation unit 110.
[0076] The second correction coefficient generator 191 generates the second correction coefficient "Di" as shown by
equation (7). The multiplier 192 multiplies "p2i(t)" by "Di" as shown by equation (8). The second adjuster 193 adjusts
the second corrected use probability "p2i(t)" as shown by equation (9).
[0077] Here, before the radio communications are started, the calculation unit 108 outputs a calculation result of the
first calculation unit 109 as a final radio channel use probability. On the other hand, before the radio communications
are started, the calculation unit 108 outputs a calculation result of the second calculation unit 110 as the final radio
channel use probability.
[0078] On the basis of the calculation results (more specifically, the second adjusted use probabilities "p4i(t)") of the
second calculation unit 110, the determination unit 111 determines a radio channel to be used for the radio communication.
Specifically, the determination unit 111 sets up threshold values in accordance with the second adjusted use probabilities
"p4i(t)". The determination unit 111 generates random numbers used in judgment as to whether or not to use the
respective radio channels. Subsequently, the determination unit 111 determines a radio channel, which is assigned a
random number higher than a corresponding one of the threshold values, as a radio channel to be used for the radio
communication. Incidentally, it should be noted that the higher the second adjusted use probability "p4i(t)", the smaller
the threshold value.
[0079] The transmission signal generation unit 112 generates a transmission signal transmitted in the radio commu-
nication.
[0080] The transmission unit 113 transmits a position registration request to the upper node 200, the position registration
request requesting registration of a position of the own station. The transmission unit 113 transmits a communication
start request to the upper node 200, the communication start request requesting the start of the radio communication.
The communication start request contains information requesting that the radio channel determined by the determination
unit 111 be assigned. The transmission unit 113 transmits the transmission signal to the upper node 200 by using the
radio channel assigned by the upper node 200.

(Operations of radio communication system)

[0081] Operations of the radio communication system according to the first embodiment are described below with
reference to the drawings. Fig. 6 is a sequence diagram showing operations of the radio communication system according
to the first embodiment.
[0082] As shown in fig. 6, in step 10, the top upper node 300 notifies the upper node 200 of all of radio channels
available to the upper node 200.
[0083] In step 11, any one of the lower nodes 100 notifies the upper node 200 of a position registration request
requesting registration of a position of the lower node 100.
[0084] In step 12, the upper node 200 registers the position of the lower node 100, which transmits the position
registration request, in a db (such as an HLR or a VLR).
[0085] In step 13, the upper node 200 transmits a registration completion notification to the lower node 100, the
registration completion notification notifying the lower node 100 that the registration of the positions of the lower node
100 is completed.
[0086] In step 14, the lower node 100 monitors radio channels actually used by the other lower nodes 100 in radio
communications. Thereby, the lower node 100 acquires the channel use information on each of the other lower nodes 100.
[0087] In step 15, the lower node 100 predicts a traffic amount transmitted by the station itself in a radio communication.
The lower node 100 acquires the future prediction information indicating the traffic amount predicted to be transmitted
by the station itself in the radio communication.
[0088] In steps 16 and 17, the lower node 100 transmits the future prediction information generated in step 15 to the
other lower nodes 100. Additionally, the lower node 100 receives the future prediction information, which is generated
by the other lower nodes 100, from the other lower nodes 100.
[0089] Here, in a case where communications are not allowed between the lower nodes 100, the respective lower
nodes 100 may transmit the future prediction information generated in step 15 to the upper node 200. To the respective
lower nodes 100, the upper node 200 may transmit all of the future prediction information received from the respective
lower nodes 100.
[0090] In step 18, the lower node 100 calculates the radio channel use probability for each of the radio channels by
using the future prediction information. More specifically, the lower node 100 acquires the above described first adjusted
use probabilities "p2i(t)".
[0091] Incidentally, it should be noted that processing from steps 15 to 18 is repeated with a predetermined period.
[0092] In step 19, the lower node 100 predicts a traffic amount transmitted by the station itself in the radio communi-
cation. The lower node 100 acquires the latest prediction information indicating the traffic amount predicted to be trans-
mitted by the own station in the radio communication. It should be noted that when to acquire the latest prediction
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information is not when to periodically acquires the future prediction information, but is when this lower node 100 starts
the communication.
[0093] In step 20, the lower node 100 corrects the radio channel use probability for each of the radio channels by
using the latest prediction information. That is, the lower node 100 acquires the above mentioned second adjusted use
probability "p4i(t)".
[0094] In step 21, the lower node 100 determines a radio channel on the basis of results of step 20 (more specifically,
the second adjusted use probability "p4i(t)"), the radio channel being to be used for the radio communication. Specifically,
the lower node 100 sets up threshold values in accordance with the second adjusted use probability "p4i(t)". The lower
node 100 generates random numbers used for judgment as to whether to use the respective radio channels. Subse-
quently, the lower node 100 determines a radio channel, which is assigned a random number higher than a corresponding
one of the threshold values, as a radio channel to be used for the radio communication.
[0095] In step 22, this lower node 100 transmits a communication start request to the upper node 200, the communi-
cation start request requesting the start of the radio communication. The communication start request contains information
requesting that the radio channel determined in step 21 be assigned.
[0096] In step 23, the upper node 200 transmits information to the lower node 100 in response to the request for the
assignment, the information indicating whether or not the assignment of the radio channel is permitted. Here, it is assumed
that the assignment of the radio channel is permitted.
[0097] In step 24, the lower node 100 transmits a transmission signal to the upper node 200 via the radio channel
assigned by the upper node 200. Note that, if the assignment of the radio channel is not permitted, the lower node 100
returns to the processing in step 21, and determines again a radio channel to be used for the radio communication.

(Advantageous effects)

[0098] According to the first embodiment, the calculation unit 108 calculates the radio channel use probabilities on
the basis of the future prediction information and channel use information which are acquired for each of the lower nodes.
Additionally, the calculation unit 108 corrects the radio channel use probabilities on the basis of the future prediction
information and latest prediction information on its own station.
[0099] More specifically, a fair assignment of communication channels (frequencies) to communication apparatuses
is enabled by calculating the radio channel use probabilities by using the future prediction information and channel use
information. Additionally, accuracies of calculating the radio channel use probabilities are improvable by correcting the
radio channel use probabilities on the basis of the future prediction information and latest prediction information on the
communication starting station.

[Second embodiment]

[0100] A second embodiment is described below with reference to the drawings. Differences between the above
described first embodiment and the second embodiment are mainly described below.
[0101] Specifically, in the above described first embodiment, a subject which calculates the radio channel use prob-
abilities is each of the lower nodes 100. In contrast, in the second embodiment, a subject which calculates the radio
channel use probabilities is the upper node 200.

(Configuration of upper node)

[0102] A configuration of an upper node according to the second embodiment is described below with reference to
the drawings. Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing the upper node 200 according to the second embodiment.
[0103] As shown in fig. 7, the upper node 200 includes a reception unit 201, a measurement unit 202, a station id
detection unit 203, a storage 205, a future prediction information acquisition unit 206, a latest prediction information
acquisition unit 207, a calculation unit 208 (a first calculation unit 209 and a second calculation unit 210), an assignment
unit 211 and a transmission unit 212.
[0104] The reception unit 201 receives a position registration request requesting registration of a position of the lower
node 100. The reception unit 201 receives signals transmitted through radio channels actually used by the respective
lower nodes 100. The signals transmitted via the radio channels contain station ids used for identifying the respective
lower nodes 100. The reception unit 201 receives a communication start request from any one of the lower nodes 100
(a communication starting station), the communication start request requesting the start of the radio communication.
[0105] The reception unit 201 receives future prediction information from the respective lower nodes 100, the future
prediction information indicating traffic amounts predicted to be transmitted by the respective lower nodes 100 in radio
communications. Note that the respective lower nodes 100 predict the traffic amounts to be transmitted by the own
stations in the radio communications, and transmits the future prediction information indicating the traffic amounts to the
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upper node 200. It is preferable that the reception unit 201 periodically receive the future prediction information.
[0106] The reception unit 201 receives latest prediction information from any one of the lower nodes 100 (the com-
munication starting station) which starts a radio communication, the latest prediction information indicating traffic amounts
predicted to be transmitted by the respective lower nodes 100 in radio communications. Note that the lower node 100
(the communication starting station) predicts a traffic amount to be transmitted by the station itself in the radio commu-
nication, and transmits the latest prediction information indicating the traffic amount to the upper node 200.
[0107] The measurement unit 202 measures radio channels on the basis of the signals received from the other lower
nodes 100 as in the case of the measurement unit 102, the radio channels being used by the respective lower nodes
100. More specifically, the measurement unit 202 monitors radio channels actually used by the respective lower nodes
100 in the radio communication.
[0108]  As in the case of the station id detection unit 103, on the basis of the signals received from the other lower
nodes 100, the station id detection unit 203 detects station ids of the lower nodes 100, which use the respective radio
channels.
[0109] As in the case of the storage 105, the storage 205 stores information used for associating the radio channels
measured by the measurement unit 202 with the station ids detected by the station id detection unit 203. More specifically,
the storage 205 stores used amounts (channel use information) of the radio channels for each of the lower nodes 100,
the radio channels being actually used by the respective lower nodes 100 in radio communications.
[0110] Note that the channel use information may be defined as time periods (hereinafter, used times) for which the
radio channels are being assigned to the other lower nodes 100. The channel use information may be defined as
bandwidths of the radio channels assigned to the other lower nodes 100. The channel use information may be defined
as radio distances of signals transmitted via the radio channels assigned to the other lower nodes 100. Further, the
channel use information may be defined as combinations of the used times, the bandwidths and the radio distances.
[0111] For each of the lower nodes 100, the future prediction information acquisition unit 206 acquires the future
prediction information received by the reception unit 201.
[0112] The latest prediction information acquisition unit 207 acquires the latest prediction information received by the
reception unit 201.
[0113] As in the case of the calculation unit 108, the calculation unit 208 includes: the first calculation unit 209 configured
to calculate a radio channel use probability for each of the radio channels by using the future prediction information; and
the second calculation unit 210 configured to correct the radio channel use probability for each of the radio channels by
using the latest prediction information.
[0114] The first calculation unit 209 acquires the channel use information on each of the plural lower nodes 100 from
the storage 105. The first calculation unit 209 acquires the future prediction information on each of the plural lower nodes
100 from the future prediction information acquisition unit 206.
[0115] As in the case of the first calculation unit 109, the first calculation unit 209 calculates the first adjusted use
probabilities "p2i(t)" for each of the lower nodes 100.
[0116] Note that, although the i-th lower node 100 is the own station in the first embodiment, the i-th lower node 100
is a controlled station (for example, the communication starting station) in the second embodiment.
[0117] The second calculation unit 210 acquires the first adjusted use probabilities "p2i(t)" from the first calculation
unit 209. The second calculation unit 210 acquires the latest prediction information on one of the lower nodes 100 (the
communication starting station) from the latest prediction information acquisition unit 207.
[0118] As in the case of the second calculation unit 110, the second calculation unit 210 calculates the second adjusted
use probabilities "p4i(t)".
[0119] Here, before the radio communications are started, the calculation unit 208 outputs calculation results of the
first calculation unit 209 as final radio channel use probabilities. On the other hand, before the radio communications
are started, the calculation unit 208 outputs calculation results of the second calculation unit 210 as the final radio channel
use probabilities.
[0120] On the basis of the calculation results (more specifically, the second adjusted use probabilities "p4i(t)") of the
second calculation unit 210, the assignment unit 211 assigns a radio channel to be used for the radio communication.
Specifically, the assignment unit 211 sets up threshold values in accordance with the second adjusted use probabilities
"p4i(t)". The assignment unit 211 generates random numbers used in judgment as to whether or not to use the respective
radio channels. Subsequently, the assignment unit 211 determines a radio channel, which is assigned a random number
higher than a corresponding one of the threshold values, as the radio channel to be used for the radio communication.
Further, the assignment unit 211 assigns the radio channel to be used for the radio communications to the lower node
100 (the communication starting station). Incidentally, it should be noted that the higher the second adjusted use prob-
ability "p4i(t)", the smaller the threshold value.
[0121] The transmission unit 212 transmits a registration completion notification to each of the lower nodes 100, the
registration completion notification notifying the lower node 100 that registration of a position of the lower node 100 is
completed. The registration completion notification contains channel information indicating all of radio channels allowed
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to be established between the lower node 100 and the upper node 200. The channel information contains frequency
bands, modulation methods, decoding methods and the like of the respective radio channels. The transmission unit 212
transmits channel assignment information to the one (the communication starting station) of the lower nodes 100, the
channel assignment information indicating a radio channel assigned to the lower node 100 (the communication starting
station).

(Operations of radio communication system)

[0122] Operations of a radio communication system according to the second embodiment are described below with
reference to the drawings. Fig. 8 is a sequence diagram showing operations of the radio communication system according
to the second embodiment.
[0123] As shown in fig. 8, in step 110, the top upper node 300 notifies the upper node 200 of all of radio channels
available to the upper node 200.
[0124] In step 111, any one of the lower nodes 100 notifies the upper node 200 of a position registration request
requesting registration of a position of the lower node 100.
[0125] In step 112, the upper node 200 registers the position of the lower node 100, which transmits the position
registration request, in a DB (such as an HLR or a VLR).
[0126] In step 113, the upper node 200 transmits a registration completion notification to the lower nodes 100, the
registration completion notification notifying the lower node 100 that the registration of the position of the lower node
100 is completed.
[0127] In step 114, the upper node 200 monitors radio channels actually used by the respective lower nodes 100 in
radio communications. Thereby, the upper node 200 acquires the channel use information on each of the lower nodes 100.
[0128] In step 115, the one of the lower nodes 100 predicts a traffic amount transmitted by the station itself in a radio
communication. The lower node 100 acquires the future prediction information indicating the traffic amount predicted to
be transmitted by the station itself in the radio communication.
[0129] In steps 116, the lower node 100 transmits the future prediction information generated in step 115 to the upper
node 200. Additionally, the other lower nodes 100 transmit the future prediction information generated by the other lower
nodes 100 to the upper node 200..
[0130] In step 117, the upper node 200 calculates a radio channel use probability for each of the radio channels by
using the future prediction information. More specifically, the upper node 200 acquires the above described first adjusted
use probabilities "p2i(t)".
[0131] Incidentally, it should be noted that processing from steps 115 to 117 is repeated with a predetermined period.
[0132] In step 118, the one (the communication starting station) of the lower nodes 100 transmits a communication
start request to the upper node 200, the communication start request requesting that the radio communications be started.
[0133] In step 119, the lower node 100 (the communication starting station) predicts a traffic amount transmitted by
the station itself in the radio communication. The lower node 100 (the communication starting station) acquires the latest
prediction information indicating the traffic amount predicted to be transmitted by the station itself in the radio commu-
nication. It should be noted that when to acquire the latest prediction information is not when to periodically acquires the
future prediction information, but is when the lower node 100 starts the communication.
[0134] In step 120, the lower node 100 (the communication starting station) transmits the future prediction information
generated in step 119 to the upper node 200.
[0135] In step 121, the upper node 200 corrects the radio channel use probability for each of the radio channels by
using the latest prediction information. More specifically, the upper node 200 acquires the above mentioned second
adjusted use probability "p4i(t)".
[0136] In step 122, the upper node 200 assigns a radio channel on the basis of results of step 121 (more specifically,
the second adjusted use probability "p4i(t)"), the radio channel being to be used for the radio communication. Specifically,
the upper node 200 sets up threshold values in accordance with the second adjusted use probability "p4i(t)". The upper
node 200 generates random numbers used for judgment as to whether to use the respective radio channels. Subse-
quently, the upper node 200 determines a radio channel, which is assigned a random number higher than a corresponding
one of the threshold values, as a radio channel to be used for the radio communication. Further, the upper node 200
assigns the radio channel to be used for the radio communications to the lower node 100 (the communication starting
station).
[0137] In step 123, the upper node 200 transmits channel assignment information to the lower node 100 (the com-
munication starting station), the channel assignment information indicating the radio channel assigned in step 122.
[0138]  In step 124, the lower node 100 (the communication starting station) transmits a transmission signal to the
upper node 200 via the radio channel assigned by the upper node 200.
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(Advantageous effects)

[0139] According to the second embodiment, the calculation unit 208 calculates the radio channel use probabilities
on the basis of the future prediction information and channel use information which are acquired for each of the lower
nodes. Additionally, the calculation unit 208 corrects the radio channel use probabilities on the basis of the future
prediction information and latest prediction information on one (a communication starting station) of the lower nodes 100.
[0140] More specifically, a fair assignment of communication channels (frequencies) to communication apparatuses
is enabled by calculating the radio channel use probabilities by using the future prediction information and channel use
information. Additionally, accuracies of calculating the radio channel use probabilities are improvable by correcting the
radio channel use probabilities on the basis of the future prediction information and latest prediction information on the
communication starting station.

[Third embodiment]

[0141] A third embodiment is described below with reference to the drawings. Differences between the above described
first embodiment and the third embodiment are mainly described below.
[0142] Specifically, in the above described first embodiment, each of the lower nodes 100 receives the future prediction
information with respect to the other lower nodes 100 from the other lower nodes 100. In contrast, in the third embodiment,
each of the lower nodes 100 itself predicts the future prediction information with respect to the other lower nodes 100.

(Configuration of lower node)

[0143] A configuration of a lower node according to the third embodiment is described below with reference to the
drawings. Fig. 9 is a block diagram showing the lower node 100 according to the third embodiment. It should be noted
that, in fig. 9, the same reference numerals are assigned to the same components as those in fig. 2.
[0144] As shown in fig. 9, the lower node 100 does not include the future prediction information acquisition unit 104,
compared to the configuration in fig. 2.
[0145] The future prediction unit 106 is connected to the storage 105, and acquires the channel use information from
the storage 105. Subsequently, on the basis of the channel use information (more specifically, use histories of the radio
channels), the future prediction unit 106 predicts traffic amounts to be transmitted by the other lower nodes 100 in radio
communications. The future prediction unit 106 acquires the future prediction information indicating the traffic amounts
predicted to be transmitted by the other lower nodes 100 in radio communications.
[0146] Note that description of the other components is omitted since operations and function of the other components
are the same as those in the first embodiment.

[Fourth embodiment]

[0147] A fourth embodiment is described below with reference to the drawings. Differences between the above de-
scribed second embodiment and the fourth embodiment are mainly described below.
[0148] Specifically, in the above described second embodiment, the upper node 200 receives the future prediction
information on the respective lower nodes 100 from the respective lower nodes 100. In contrast, the upper node 200
itself predicts the future prediction information on the respective lower nodes 100 in the fourth embodiment.
[0149] Additionally, in the above described second embodiment, the upper node 200 receives the latest prediction
information with respect to one (a communication starting station) of the lower nodes 100 from the lower node 100 (the
communication starting station). In contrast, the upper node 200 itself predicts the latest prediction information with
respect to the lower node 100 (the communication starting station) in the fourth embodiment.

(Configuration of upper node)

[0150] A configuration of an upper node according to the fourth embodiment is described below with reference to the
drawings. Fig. 10 is a block diagram showing the upper node 200 according to the fourth embodiment. It should be noted
that, in fig. 10, the same reference numerals are assigned to the same components as those in fig. 7.
[0151] As shown in fig. 10, the upper node 200 includes a future prediction unit 221 and a latest prediction unit 222
in place of the future prediction information acquisition unit 206 and the latest prediction information acquisition unit 207,
compared to the configuration in fig. 7.
[0152] The future prediction unit 221 and the latest prediction unit 222 are connected to the storage 205, and acquire
the channel use information from the storage 205.
[0153]  On the basis of the channel use information (more specifically, use histories of the radio channels), the future
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prediction unit 221 predicts traffic amounts to be transmitted by the respective lower nodes 100 in radio communications.
The future prediction unit 221 acquires the future prediction information indicating the traffic amounts predicted to be
transmitted by the respective lower nodes 100 in the radio communications.
[0154] On the basis of the channel use information (more specifically, the use histories of the radio channels), the
latest prediction unit 222 predicts a traffic amount to be transmitted by one of the respective lower node 100 (a commu-
nication starting station) in a radio communication. The latest prediction unit 222 acquires the latest prediction information
indicating the traffic amount predicted to be transmitted by the lower node 100 (the communication starting station) in
the radio communication.
[0155] Note that description of the other components is omitted since operations and function of the other components
are the same as those in the second embodiment.

[Assessment Result]

[0156] A result of simulation assessment is described below. Fig. 11 is a table showing specifications of the simulation
assessment. Fig. 12 is a chart showing the result of the simulation assessment. Note that Fig. 12 is a chart showing a
result of comparison between a conventional technique and this embodiment.
[0157] The conventional technique corresponds to a case where radio channel use probabilities are calculated without
using the latest prediction information and by using only the future prediction information. This embodiment corresponds
to a case where, as described above, the radio channel use probabilities are calculated by using not only the future
prediction information but also the latest prediction information.
[0158] As shown in Fig. 12, it is confirmed that gains of the lower nodes 100 are improved in this embodiment as
compared to the conventional technique. More specifically, it is confirmed that signal collision and resource wasting are
avoidable in this embodiment as compared to the conventional technique.

[Other Embodiments]

[0159] As described above, the details of the present invention have been disclosed by using the embodiments of the
present invention. However, it should not be understood that the description and drawings which constitute part of this
disclosure limit the present invention. From this disclosure, various alternative embodiments, examples, and operation
techniques will be easily found by those skilled in the art.
[0160] In the above described embodiment, the first corrected use probabilities "p1i(t)" are adjusted into the first
adjusted use probabilities "p2i(t)". However, the present invention is not limited to this adjustment. For example, in a
case where relationships of the channel use information (gains) with the radio channel use probabilities are already
known, this adjustment processing may be omitted.
[0161] In the above described embodiment, the second corrected use probabilities "p3i(t)" are adjusted into the second
adjusted use probabilities "p4i(t)". However, the present invention is not limited to this adjustment. For example, in a
case where relationships of the channel use information (gains) with the radio channel use probabilities are already
known, this adjustment processing may be omitted.
[0162] Although not being mentioned in the above described embodiment, the plural lower nodes 100 may be previously
divided into groups. In such a case, radio channel use probabilities are calculated for radio channels assigned to the
respective groups.
[0163] Although not being mentioned in the above described embodiment, it is preferable that the channel use infor-
mation be defined in accordance with applications used in the lower nodes 100. Examples of the application include:
an application (for example, for a voice communication configured to continuously transmit data in a long time period
with relatively narrow frequency bands; and an application configured to transmit a large amount of data in a relatively
short time period with wide frequency bands. With these cases taken into consideration, it is preferable that the channel
use information be defined as products of used times of radio channels and bandwidths of the radio channels.
[0164] Although not being mentioned in the above described embodiment, it is preferable that the channel use infor-
mation be defined in accordance with transmission powers of the lower nodes 100. For example, in a case where different
communication systems are used, if a transmission power of one of the lower nodes 100 is high, a radio channel used
by this lower node 100 is not usable by the other lower nodes 100 over a relatively wide range. With this case taken into
consideration, it is preferable that the channel use information be defined as products of bandwidths of radio channels
and radio distances by which signals are transmitted via the radio channels.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0165] As described above, the radio communication system, the lower nodes and the upper node according to the
present invention makes it possible to provide a radio communication system, lower nodes and an upper node which
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enable: improvement in accuracies of calculating use probabilities of communication channels; and a fair assignment
of communication channels (frequencies) to the respective communication apparatuses.

Claims

1. A radio communication system which includes a plurality of lower nodes and an upper node, and performs radio
communications between the plurality of lower nodes and the upper node via a plurality of radio channels, the radio
communication system comprising:

a first acquisition unit configured to acquire future prediction information on each of the plurality of lower nodes,
the future prediction information indicating a traffic amount predicted, before a start of the radio communications,
to be transmitted in the radio communications;
a second acquisition unit configured to acquire latest prediction information on a communication starting station
that is a lower node starting the radio communications among the plurality of lower nodes, the latest prediction
information indicating a traffic amount predicted, at the start of the radio communications, to be transmitted in
the radio communications;
a third acquisition unit configured to acquire channel use information on each of the plurality of lower nodes,
the channel use information indicating used amounts of radio channels actually used in the radio communica-
tions;
a calculation unit configured to calculate a radio channel use probability for each of the plurality of radio channels
on the basis of both the future prediction information acquired by the first acquisition unit and the channel use
information acquired by the third acquisition unit; and
a determination unit configured to determine one radio channel among the plurality of radio channels on the
basis of the radio channel use probabilities calculated by the calculation unit, the one radio channel being to
be assigned to the communication starting station,
wherein the calculation unit corrects the radio channel use probabilities on the basis of the future prediction
information on the communication starting station, and the latest prediction information on the communication
starting station.

2. The radio communication system according to claim 1, wherein the calculation unit corrects the radio channel use
probabilities on the basis of an unused radio channel which is a radio channel not assigned to any one of the plurality
of lower nodes, among the plurality of radio channels.

3. The radio communication system according to claim 1, wherein the calculation unit corrects the radio channel use
probabilities on the basis of a lost radio channel which is a radio channel not assignable to any one of the plurality
of lower nodes, among the plurality of radio channels.

4. The radio communication system according to claim 1, wherein the third acquisition unit acquires the channel use
information on the basis of a time period for which the radio channels are assigned in the radio communications.

5. The radio communication system according to claim 1, wherein the third acquisition unit acquires the channel use
information on the basis of bandwidths of the radio channels assigned in the radio communications.

6. The radio communication system according to claim 1, wherein the third acquisition unit acquires the channel use
information on the basis of radio distances of signals transmitted via the radio channels assigned in the radio
communications.

7. The radio communication system according to claim 1, wherein:

each of the plurality of lower nodes includes a prediction unit configured to predict the future prediction information
on the station itself; and
the first acquisition unit acquires the future prediction information from each of the plurality of lower nodes.

8. The radio communication system according to claim 1, further comprising a monitoring unit configured to monitor
the radio channels actually used by the plurality of lower nodes in the radio communications,
wherein the first acquisition unit acquires the future prediction information on each of the plurality of lower nodes,
on the basis of used amounts of the radio channels monitored by the monitoring unit.
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9. A lower node which performs radio communications with an upper node via at least any one of a plurality of radio
channels, comprising:

a first acquisition unit configured to acquire future prediction information on each of its own station and other
lower nodes, the future prediction information indicating a traffic amount predicted, before a start of the radio
communications, to be transmitted in the radio communications;
a second acquisition unit configured to acquire latest prediction information indicating a traffic amount predicted,
when the own station starts the radio communications, to be transmitted in the radio communications;
a third acquisition unit configured to acquire channel use information on each of the own station and the other
lower nodes, the channel use information indicating used amounts of the radio channels actually used in the
radio communications;
a calculation unit configured to calculate a radio channel use probability for each of the plurality of radio channels
on the basis of both the future prediction information acquired by the first acquisition unit and the channel use
information acquired by the third acquisition unit; and
a determination unit configured to determine one radio channel among the plurality of radio channels on the
basis of the radio channel use probabilities calculated by the calculation unit, the one radio channel being to
be assigned to the communication starting station,
wherein the calculation unit corrects the radio channel use probabilities on the basis of both the future prediction
information on the own station and the latest prediction information on the own station.

10. The lower node according to claim 9, further comprising a prediction unit configured to predict the future prediction
information on its own station,
wherein the first acquisition unit acquires the future prediction information on the own station from the prediction
unit, and acquires the future prediction information on the other lower nodes from the other lower nodes.

11. The lower node according to claim 9, further comprising:

a monitoring unit configured to monitor the radio channels actually used by the other lower nodes in the radio
communications; and
a prediction unit configured to predict the future prediction information on its own station,
wherein the first acquisition unit acquires the future prediction information on the own station from the prediction
unit, and acquires the future prediction information on the other lower nodes on the basis of used amounts of
the radio channels monitored by the monitoring unit.

12. An upper node which performs radio communications with a plurality of lower nodes via a plurality of radio channels,
comprising:

a first acquisition unit configured to acquire future prediction information on each of the plurality of lower nodes,
the future prediction information indicating a traffic amount predicted, before a start of the radio communications,
to be transmitted in the radio communications;
a second acquisition unit configured to acquire latest prediction information on a communication starting station
which is a lower node starting the radio communications among the plurality of lower nodes, the latest prediction
information indicating a traffic amount predicted, at the start of the radio communications, to be transmitted in
the radio communications;
a third acquisition unit configured to acquire channel use information on each of the plurality of lower nodes,
the channel use information indicating used amounts of the radio channels actually used in the radio commu-
nications;
a calculation unit configured to calculate a radio channel use probability for each of the plurality of radio channels
on the basis of both the future prediction information acquired by the first acquisition unit and the channel use
information acquired by the third acquisition unit; and
a determination unit configured to determine one radio channel among the plurality of radio channels on the
basis of the radio channel use probabilities calculated by the calculation unit, the one radio channel being to
be assigned to the communication starting station,
wherein the calculation unit corrects the radio channel use probabilities on the basis of both the future prediction
information on the communication starting station and the latest prediction information on the communication
starting station.

13. The upper node according to claim 12, wherein the first acquisition unit acquires the future prediction information
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from each of the plurality of lower nodes.

14. The upper node according to claim 12, further comprising a monitoring unit configured to monitor the radio channels
actually used by the plurality of lower nodes in the radio communications,
wherein the first acquisition unit acquires the future prediction information on each of the plurality of lower nodes
on the basis of used amounts of the radio channels monitored by the monitoring unit.
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